Using herein the clues received throughout the HIDDEN TEXTS, that being: if there is a capital letter preceding a word, then that word needs to be anagrammed, then coded using the TRIPLE METHOD (which is NOT a tripod). The name MICHEL DE NOSTRADAMUS has already been anagrammed and has a chapter of its own. Note the difference in the spelling of NOSTREDAME in earlier life, as opposed to NOSTRADAMUS in later life. One does not provide the information that the other one does!

The following highlighted words have been done so to remind the reader that it is a “stage gate ~ star gate” of which Nostradamus speaks:

"By means of this, past, present and future become one eternity for all things are naked and open."
Nostradamus in his Preface to the Prophecies 1555 (3 pages from end) to Cesar his son

“such secrets should not be bared except in enigmatic sentences having, however, only one sense and meaning and nothing ambiguous or amphibological [of doubtful meaning] inserted.”
Nostradamus in his Epistle to King Henry, 1558 (3rd page)

“All these figures represent the just integration of Holy Scriptures with visible celestial bodies namely, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars and others conjoined, as can be seen at more length in some of the quatrains.”
Nostradamus in his Epistle to King Henry, 1558 (3 paragraphs from end)

“Greetings and happiness to Cesar Nostradamus my son:

CESAR = CARES ~ RACES SCARE ~ ACRES ARC S.E. ~ C ARES ~ S. (Ursa Major east) RACE
Where E = either the September equinox or the Zeta Reticuli Herculis C = Orphiucus or Celt Aug 5 – Sept 1
R = Draco or Nov 25 – Dec 22. ARES = manslaughter/Leo

Your late arrival, (1553) Cesar Nostradamus, my son, has made me spend much time in constant nightly reflection so that I could communicate with you by letter and leave you this reminder, after my death, for the benefit of all men, of which the divine spirit has vouchsafed me to know by means of [the use of] astronomy.

[I would like to see the original French – is it “of” or “from” astronomy? That is, information from the stars]
“And since it was the Almighty's will that you were not born here in this region and I do not want to talk of years to come but of the months during which you will struggle to grasp and understand the work I shall be compelled to leave you after my death: assuming that it will not be possible for me to leave you such writing as may be destroyed through the injustice of the age.

The key to the hidden prediction which you will inherit will be locked inside my heart. (locked inside Earth or hearth)

There were three books found in the wall of the home of Nostradamus.
They were the remainder of centuries Seven, Eleven and Twelve.

HEART: Earth – at her Terah [the amazing truth] …The Ra ~ H (Taurus) T (Ursa) era …
ET R. (rod reptoid) H. (hagaliz or Aldebaran) A. (fir tree day December 22 or Cassiopeia)
Ra H (Plejaran) E.T. E.T. A. (Cassiopeia) R. (Draco) H. (Taurus includes Pleiades and Aldebaran)

Also bear in mind that the events here described have not yet come to pass, and that all is ruled and governed by the power of Almighty God, inspiring us not by bacchic frenzy nor by enchantments but by astronomical assurances: predictions have been made through the inspiration of divine will alone and the spirit of prophecy in particular.

On numerous occasions and over a long period of time I have predicted specific events far in advance, attributing all to the workings of divine power and inspiration, together with other fortunate or unfortunate happenings, foreseen in their full unexpectedness, which have already come to pass in various regions of the earth.
Yet I have wished to remain silent and abandon my work because of the injustice not only of the present time but also for most of the future. I will not commit to writing.

Since governments, sects and countries will undergo such sweeping changes, diametrically opposed to what now obtains, that were I to relate events to come, those in power now - monarchs, leaders of sects and religions - would find these so different from their own imaginings that they would be led to condemn what later centuries will learn how to see and understand.

Bear in mind also Our Saviour's words:
"Do not give anything holy to the dogs, nor throw pearls in front of swine (DON'T GIVE INFORMATION TO PEOPLE WHO CAN NOT USE IT) lest they trample them with their feet and turn on you and tear you apart."

For this reason I withdrew my pen from the paper, because I wished to amplify my statement touching the Vulgar Advent by means of ambiguous and enigmatic comments about future causes, (within the Epistle to Henri and contradicting what he said to Henri)
even those closest to us and those I have perceived, so that some human change which may come to pass shall not unduly scandalize delicate sensibilities.
The whole work (quatrain) is thus written in a nebulous rather than plainly prophetic form.
So much so that,
I have hidden these things from the wise and the circumspect, that is from the mighty and the rulers, and have purified those things for the small and the poor," and through Almighty God's will, revealed unto those prophets with the power to perceive [to visually SEE] what is distant and thereby to foretell things to come.

For nothing can be accomplished without this faculty, whose power and goodness work so strongly in those to whom it is given that, while they contemplate within themselves, these powers are subject to other influences arising from the force of good. (i.e: Eloim)

This warmth and strength of prophecy invests us with its influence as the sun's rays affect both animate and inanimate entities. We human beings cannot through our natural consciousness and intelligence know anything of God the Creator's hidden secrets, For it is not for us to know the times or the instants, etc.

So much so that persons of future times may be seen in present ones*, because God Almighty has wished to reveal them by means of images, ("image" is also his key word for "stars") together with various secrets of the future vouchsafed to orthodox astrology, as was the case in the past, so that a measure of power and divination passed through them, the flame of the spirit inspiring them to pronounce upon inspiration both human and divine. God may bring into being divine works, which are absolute;

there is another level, that of angelic works;

and a third way, that of the evildoers.

But my son, I address you here a little too obscurely.

As regards the occult [HIDDEN] prophecies one is vouchsafed through the subtle spirit of fire, which the understanding sometimes stirs through contemplation of the distant stars as if in vigil, likewise by means of pronouncements, one finds oneself surprised at producing writings without fear of being stricken for such impudent loquacity.

The reason is that all this proceeds from the divine power of Almighty God from whom all bounty proceeds.

And so once again, my son, if I have eschewed the word prophet, I do not wish to attribute to myself such lofty title at the present time, for whoever is called a prophet now was once called a seer; since a prophet, my son, is properly speaking one who sees distant things through (by) a natural knowledge of all creatures. (Science)

And it can happen that the prophet bringing about the perfect light of prophecy may make manifest things both human and divine, because this cannot be done otherwise, given that the effects of predicting the future extend far off into time.

The effects of knowing the future can change the future

God's mysteries are incomprehensible and the power to influence events is bound up with the great expanse of natural knowledge, having its nearest most immediate origin in free will and describing future events which cannot be understood simply through being revealed.

Neither can they be grasped through men's interpretations nor through another mode of cognizance or occult power under the firmament, neither in the present nor in the total eternity to come

But bringing about such an indivisible eternity through [BY] Herculean [key for Zeta Reticuli Herculis] efforts, things are revealed by the planetary movements. (Saying here to use the obsolete names for constellations as keys)
HERCULEAN: HEAR UNCLE (Arcturus) HE NUCLEAR (note a male) HE UNCLEAR (invisible?) UNCLE – HARE (from LEPUS)
Hare is also Celt zodiac for Feb 18 – Mar 17 CRUEL H. E. N. (H: Taurus E: reptoid N: Eridu OR Cygnus or Crane) A. (Cassiopeian)
HE RAN CLUE (Ran also means a god of the Vanir) NEURAL CHE (che-rub/He Rod) A (Cassiopeia) HER UNCLE (grey) REACH
LUNE. ERE LAUNCH (of the Earth) LUNAR E (Zeta Ret. Herculis) CHE (che-rub a he rod) LANE (stage gate) CURE (fix the Earth) H
(May 13 – June 9) U.N. HEEL (Ophiucus) CAR (in Capricorn) CLUE HARE N (Lepus Erid.anu Hare Feb 18 – Mar 17) CRUEL HEN
(Crane) A (Dec 22)
CRANE H. (in Taurus or Ice age and/or May 13 – June 9) L (Cetus, Jan 21 – Feb 17 and or Tau Cetians) EU (light being)
RE LAUNCH E (Earth or Sept equinox, also means on a Tuesday )
CHE L. (Tau Cetus grey) RUNE A (Dec. 22 or the Tau Cetians [Nordic] are in league with the Cassiopeians)
AL (Allan UUeber) RUNE…(sky runes) HELEN ACRU HER AN, (Annunaki) CHE CLUE
CRUEL HEN = Cygnus or “spun in Crane”

I am not saying, my son - mark me well, here - that knowledge of such things cannot be implanted in your deficient mind, or that
events in the distant future may not be within the understanding of any reasoning being.
(Indicating that general public in the future may be able to comprehend travelling in time)
Nevertheless, if these things current or distant are brought to the awareness of this reasoning and intelligent being they will be
neither too obscure nor too clearly revealed.
Perfect knowledge of such things cannot be acquired without divine inspiration, given that all prophetic inspiration derives its
initial origin from God Almighty, then from chance and nature. Since all these portents are produced impartially, prophecy
comes to pass partly as predicted. For understanding created by the intellect cannot be acquired by means of the occult, [hidden]
only by the aid of the zodiac, bringing forth that small flame by whose light part of the future may be discerned.
WHEN HE SAYS ZODIAC – HE MEANS THE ACTUAL CONSTELLATIONS IN THEIR HOUSES (heavens) and that small flame is the start of a trip
Also, my son, I beseech you not to exercise your mind upon such reveries and vanities as drain the body and incur the soul's perdition,
and which trouble our feeble frames.
Above all avoid the vanity of that most execrable magic formerly reproved by the Holy Scriptures –
only excepting the use of official astrology. (Meaning “astronomy”)
For by the latter, with the help of inspiration and divine revelation, and continual calculations, I have set down my prophecies in
writing. Fearing lest this occult philosophy be condemned, I did not therefore wish to make known its dire import; also fearful
that several books which had lain hidden for long centuries might be discovered, and of what might become of them, after reading
them I presented them to Vulcan. (indicating a fire; the hearth of his house ...... VULCAN is also the Sun or a volcano.
The three books – the latter half of Century 7, Cent 11 & 12 were found in the wall of his house

VAN CLU (VANIR CLUE is the key, the Cassiopeian Eloim in the Eddur) – UAN is Uannes/Oannes?Dagon. V’AN
And while he devoured them, the flame licking the air gave out such an unexpected light, clearer than that of an ordinary flame and resembling fire from some flashing cataclysm, and suddenly illumined the house (mansion of a zodiac = a constellation or the Earth) as if it were caught in a furnace. [The Sun] Which is why I reduced them to ashes [Ash tree dates] then, so that none might be tempted to use occult labours in searching for the perfect transmutation, whether lunar or solar, of incorruptible metals (the metals of the “houses”) But as to that discernment which can be achieved by the aid of planetary scrutiny, I should like to tell you this. Eschewing any fantastic imaginings, you may through good judgement have insight into the future if you keep to the specific names of places that accord with planetary configurations, [orbits] and with inspiration places and aspects yield up hidden properties, namely that power in whose presence the three times (past, present, future) are understood as Eternity whose unfolding contains them all: for all things are naked and open. That is why, my son, you can easily, despite your young brain, understand that events can be foretold naturally by the heavenly bodies (Other Worlders) and by the spirit of prophecy: I do not wish to ascribe to myself the title and role of prophet but emphasize inspiration revealed to a mortal man whose perception is no further from heaven than the feet are from the earth. I cannot fail, [to] err or be deceived, although I may be as great a sinner as anyone else upon this earth and subject to all human afflictions. But after being surprised sometimes by day while in a trance, and having long fallen into the habit of agreeable nocturnal studies, I have composed books of prophecies, each containing one hundred astronomical quatrains, which I want to condense somewhat obscurely. The work comprises prophecies from today to the year 3797. This may perturb some, when they see such a long time span, and this will occur and be understood in all the fullness of the Republic; these things will be universally understood upon earth, my son. If you live the normal lifetime of man you will know upon your own soil, under your native sky, how future events are to turn out. For only Eternal God knows the eternity of His light which proceeds from Him, and I speak frankly to those to whom His immeasurable, immense and incomprehensible greatness has been disposed to grant revelations through long, melancholy inspiration, that with the aid of this hidden element manifested by God, there are two principal factors which make up the prophet’s intelligence.
The first is when the supernatural light fills and illuminates the person who predicts by astral science, while the second allows him to prophesy through inspired revelation, which is only a part of the divine eternity, whereby the prophet comes to assess what his divinatory power has given him through the grace of God and by a natural gift, namely, that what is foretold is true and ethereal in origin.

[contains the caveat; unless timelines change]

And such a light and small flame is of great efficacy and [great] scope, and nothing less than the clarity of nature itself. The light of human nature makes the philosophers so sure of themselves, that with the principles of the first cause they reach the loftiest doctrines and the deepest abysses.

But my son, lest I venture too far for your future perception, be aware that men of letters shall make grand and usually boastful claims about the way I interpreted the world, [6 100] before the worldwide conflagration which is to bring so many catastrophes and such revolutions that scarcely any lands will not be covered by water, and this will last until all has perished save history and geography themselves. This is why, before and after these revolutions in various countries, the rains will be so diminished and such abundance of fire and fiery missiles shall fall from the heavens that nothing shall escape the holocaust. And this will occur before the last conflagration.

For before war ends the century and in its final stages it will hold the century under its sway. Some countries will be in the grip of revolution for several years, and others ruined for a still longer period. And now that we are in a republican era, with Almighty God's aid, and before completing its full cycle, the monarchy will return, then the Golden Age.

For according to the celestials signs, the Golden Age shall return, and after all calculations, with the world near to an all-encompassing revolution [poles shift] - from the time of writing 177 years 3 months 11 days [add 458 = 2190AD ²] - plague, long famine and wars, and still more floods from then until the stated time. ADDING 177, 3, 11 to March 1 1555 = 1732. Go TO C1 Q7 L3 WORD 2 and there is THE DATE xiiij 2013 June or July with the word "combien" under the quatrain in the original

Before and after these, humanity shall several times be so severely diminished that scarcely anyone shall be found who wishes to take over the fields, which shall become free [of owners] where they had previously been tied. This will be after the visible judgement of heaven, [ASTEROID HIT, NIBIRU, POLE SHIFT, ICE AGE or HOLOGRAM] before we reach the millennium [FOURTH millennium] which shall complete all.

In the firmament of the eighth sphere, [VENUS] a dimension wherein Almighty God will complete the revolution, [ORBIT] and where the constellations will resume their motion which will render the earth stable and firm, but only if He will remain unchanged for ever until His will be done.

This is in spite of all the ambiguous opinions surpassing all natural reason, expressed by Mahomet; which is why God the Creator, through the ministry of his fiery agents with their flames, (the Seraphina/Seraphim or Nibiru solar system) will come to propose to our perceptions as well as our eyes the reasons for future predictions.
Signs of events to come must be **manifested to whom-ever prophesises.**
For prophecy which stems from exterior illumination is part of that light and seeks to ally with it and bring it into being so that the part which seems to possess the faculty of understanding is not subject to a sickness of the mind.
Reason is only too evident.
Everything is predicted by divine afflatus and thanks to an angelic spirit [UUilliem52] inspiring the one prophesying, consecrating his predictions through divine unction.
It also divests him of all fantasies by means of various nocturnal apparitions, while with daily certainty he prophesies through the science of astronomy, with the aid of sacred prophecy, his only consideration being his courage in freedom.

So come, my son, strive to understand what I have found out through my calculations which accord with revealed inspiration, because now the sword of death approaches us, with pestilence and war more horrible than there has ever been – because of three men’s work - and famine.
And this sword shall smite the earth [ASTEROID or NIBIRU SOLAR SYSTEM] and return to it often, for the stars confirm this (So the word SWORD is a key word for Nibiru, appropriate because they of a thousand names do use WORDS)
upheaval and it is also written:
"I shall punish their injustices with iron rods, (biome – metal He-Rods) and shall strike them with blows."
For God’s mercy will be poured forth only for a certain time, my son, until the majority of my prophecies are fulfilled and this fulfilment is complete.

Then several times in the course of the doleful tempests the Lord shall say:
“Therefore I shall crush and destroy and show no mercy; and many other circumstances shall result from floods and continual rain of which I have written more fully in my other prophecies, composed at some length, not in a chronological sequence, in prose, limiting the places and times and exact dates so that future generations will see, while experiencing these inevitable events, how I have listed others in clearer language, so that despite their obscurities these things shall be understood:
When the time comes for the removal of ignorance, (understanding what a “stage gate” is) the matter will be clearer still.
So in conclusion, my son, take this gift from your father M. Nostradamus, who hopes you will understand each prophecy in every quatrain herein.

May Immortal God grant you a long life of good and prosperous happiness.
**Salon, 1 March 1555**
The Latin text in the letter to Caesar:

[8] AD CAESAREM NOSTRADAMUM FILIUM (27)
   To Cesar Nostradamus my son

[171] SOLI NUMINE DIVINO AFFLATI SPIRITU PROPHECO PARTICULARIA (65)
   Only those **divinely inspired** can predict particular things in a prophetic spirit.

[310] NOLITE SANCTUM DARE CANIBUS NEC MITTATIS MARGARITAS ANTE PORCOS NE CONCULCENT PEDIBUS ET
       CONUERSI DIRUMPANT VOS (96)
   Give not that which is holy unto dogs, nor cast your pearls before swine, lest they trample them under their feet and turn and rend you.
   DO NOT GIVE AWAY SECRETS TO THE UNINITIATED

[373] ABSCONDISTI HAEC A SAPIENTIBUS ET PRUDENTIBUS ID EST POTENTIBUS ET REGIBUS ET ENUCLEASTI EA
       EXIGUIS ET TENUIBUS (95)
   Thou hast hidden these things from the wise and the prudent, that is, from the powerful and from kings, and hast revealed them to the small and the weak.

[489] QUIA NON EST NOSTRUM NOSCERE TEMPORA NEC MOMENTA ETC. (44)
   It is not for you to know times or hours, etc.

[666] PROPHETA DICITUR HODIE, OLIM VOCABATUR VIDENS (39)
   He who is called a prophet now was once called a seer. (See-er)

[1222] QUIA OMNIA SUNT NUDA ET APERTA ETC. (28)
   For all things are naked and open.

[1283] POSSUM NON ERRARE, FALLI, DECIPI (26)
   I cannot fail, err or be deceived

[1903] NON INCLINABITUR IN SAECULUM SAECULI (32)
   not deviating from age to age

[2135] VISITABO IN VIRGA FERREA INIQUITATES EORUM ET IN VERBERIBUS PERCUTIAM EOS (63)
   I will visit their iniquities with a rod of iron, and will strike them with blows.

[2173] CONTERAM ERGO ET CONFRINGAM ET NON MISERBOR (38)
   I will trample them, and break them, and not show pity.

[2200] IN SOLUTA ORATIONE (16)
   in prose

[2235] SED QUANDO SUBMOUENDA ERIT IGNORANTIA (33)
   When the time comes for the removal of ignorance

The Latin text in the letter to Henry:
MINERUA LIBERA ET NON INUITA (24)
Minerva [time portal] was free and not unfavorable

QUOD DE FUTURIS NON EST DETERMINATA OMNINO VERITAS (43)
There can be no truth entirely determined concerning the future (timelines change)

TRIPODE AENEOP (12)
copper alloy tripod (this is a mechanical stage gate – see Dan Burisch)

EFFUNDAM SPIRITUM MEUM SUPER OMNEM CARNEM ET PROPHETABUNT FILII VESTRI ET FILIAE VESTRAE (76)
I will pour out my spirit upon all flesh and your sons and daughters will prophesy.

FATO, DEO, NATURA (13)
From fate, God, nature

PER TEMPUS ET IN OCCASIONE TEMPORIS (30)
For a time and to the end of time

VT AUDIRET GEMITUS COMPEDITORUM VT SOLUERET FILIOS INTEREMPTORUM (57)
Let him hear the groaning of the captives,
that he might deliver the children of those doomed to die.

TRIUMUIRAT (10)
Triumvirate

BELLIS RUBUIT NAVALIBUS AEOEUR (27)
Naval battles have caused the sea to blush.

SANCTA SANCTORUM (15)
The Holy of Holies

HUY, HUY (6)
Today, today

MULTA ETIAM, O REX, OMNIUM POTENTISSIME PRAECLARA ET SANE IN BREUI VENTURA, SED OMNIA IN HAC TUA EPISTOLA INNEXERE NON POSSUMUS NEC VOLUMUS SED AD INTELLIGENDA QUAE DAM FACTA HORRIDA FATA PAUCA LIBANDA SUNT, QUAMUIS TANTA SIT IN OMNES TUA AMPLITUDE ET HUMANITAS HOMINES DEOSQUE PIETAS VT SOLUS AMPLISSIMO ET CHRISTIANISSIMO REGIS NOMINE ET AD QUEM SUMMA TOTIUS RELIGIONIS AUCTORITAS DEFERATUR DIGNUS ESSE VIDEARE (346)
Many events, most powerful of all Kings, of the most astounding sort are to transpire soon, but I neither could nor would fit them all into this epistle; but in order to comprehend certain horrible facts, a few must be set forth. So great is your grandeur and humanity before men, and your piety before the gods, that you alone seem worthy of the great title of the Most Christian King, and to whom the highest authority in all religion should be deferred.

FACIEBAT MICHAEL NOSTRADAMUS SALONAE PETREAE PROVINCIAE (50)
Done by Michel Nostradamus at Salon-de-Crau in Provence.
CLARISSIMI OSSA MICHAELIS NOS
IS COLOSSAL AS CHAIRS (alchemy for Cassiopeia & a pun) MINIMISE.
AIM COLLISIONS IS HIS MASSACRE; CHASES MILLIONS A, [Dec 22] OS
TRADAMI, UNIUS OMNIMIUM MORTA
ADMITS RUMOUR, ... AIMS MOUNTAIN (7 stadia around)
LIUM JUDICIO DIGNI CUIJS PENE
DIE [Virgo & a pun on god] CLUE – INJUDICIOUS JUMP-ING
(also a pun on "leaping" which means in Scorpio)
DIVINO CALAMO TOTIUS ORBIS. LX
IS ANTI CLIMAX TO LORD, VARIOUS OBVIOUS BAD TOXIC
CIVILIZATIONS... MILLIONS TO MODULAR BOX (false rapture?)
ASTRORUM INFLUXU FUTURI
UR, SUN : UR M.O. FRUITFUL TAXI
SIX, [of the second coming] TWO, [Eloim & He Rod) RUN FRUITFUL
AURUM (harmonious sonic frequencies to move orbits)
EVENTUS CONSCRIBERENTUR; VIXIT
EXTENSIVE INSTRUCTIVE [not "destructive"] RUB in CORN (in Virgo)
ANNOS. LXII. MENSES VI. DIES XVII
SIX DEVILS EXAMINE SIN–MY INVASION VISION INDEXES SIX EVILS
( the "repulsive" & "unholy" SEXE/six of the Mazzaroth Second Coming )
OBIT SALLONE, ANNO M D L X VI
BLONDS [Nordics] MIX ON [Oannes] IN ALLEVIATION [lifting up]
BLAST MONOXIDE ON VILLAIN BOX MILLIONS NOT ALIVE IN DAN
QUIETEM POTERI NE INVIDETE
ERMINE[royal] DEEP INVITE: NEED IMPROVE ETIQUETTE QUOTIENT
("deep" meaning profound, the need to be polite and have manners)
ANNA PONTIA. GEMELLA SALLO
ALLEGATION AN NAPALM [the Fuse event] SON IN ALE (Celtic Brew
cipher May 13 – June 9) NON OPTIMAL AS [it’s] A LEGAL LANE [deal]
NIA CONJUGI. OPT. V. FELICIT.
ACTIVE JOINT COUPLING (Gemini) CULTIVATING EPIC JOINS O [orbit
most unusual, the hidden texts say the same as the translation
CLARISSIMI OSSA MICHAELIS NOS
BONES OF OUR MOST FAMOUS MICHAEL
TRADAMI, UNILIS OMNIIUM MORTA
ONE SENT TO DIE OF UNCOMMON OF ALL DEATHS
(I saw him die in a space station which imploded)
LIUM JUDICIO DIGNI CUJUS PENED
JUDGMENTING HE WHO IS ALMOST WORTHY
DIVINO CALAMO TOTIUS OR BIS, LX
60 DIVINE BRANCHES IN THE ENTIRE WORLD
ASTRORUM, INFLUXU FUTURI
FUTURE STAR INFLUX (Nibiru)
EVENTUS CONSCRIBERENTUR; VIXIT
ISSUE: RECRUITED - LIVED........
ANNOS, LXII, MENSES VI, DIES XVII
YEARS 62 MONTHS 6 DAYS 17...............OBIT SALLONE, ANNO M D LXVI
DIED SALON YEAR 1566 AD
QUIETEM POTER.F NE INVIDETE
YOU COULD ENVY MY REST
ANNA PONTIA, GEMELLA SALLO LESSOR
YEAR TWIN BORN (Gemini) LESSER BRIDGE (port/transport) or: LESSOR TWIN (Procyon or Nibiru) BORN (carried) TRANSPORT
NIA CONJUGI, OPT. V, FELICIT.
V (Andromeda Council) OPT FLOAT – SPIN (turn Earth) JOINED, STRUCK IN GALL (JUNE 10 – JULY 7 in GEMINI)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>SUFFIX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>makes abstract noun of the verb;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>place/instrument/result of verb action;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ni.a</td>
<td>N 2 2 NOM P N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ni.a</td>
<td>N 2 2 VOC P N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ni.a</td>
<td>N 2 2 ACC P N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no, nare, navi, - V</td>
<td>[XXXBX]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swim, float;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neo, nere, nevi, netus V</td>
<td>[XXXCX]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spin; weave; produce by spinning;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>felicit</th>
<th>ADJ 9 8 X X POS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May be 2 words combined (felicit) if not obvious</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fel, fellis N N</td>
<td>[XBXCC]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gall bladder; gall, bile; poison; bitterness, venom;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ic.icol</td>
<td>V 3 1 PRES ACTIVE IND 3 S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hit, strike; smite, stab, sting; [foedus - =&gt; conclude/make a treaty, league];</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icio, icere, ici, ictus V</td>
<td>[XXXCX]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conclude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
458 being the number Nostradamus derived from the year that ‘0’ was first published by Jain as a numeral.
See “Fossicker’s Guide to Nostradamus” by Allan UUebber

*9 7

“Breton king AQUAINT Norman”
BRETON 5th century – NORMAN 11th century = 600 years difference (see *PRINCE OF DARK MEN*)

1r In the firmament of the eighth sphere,*

Nostradamus counted from outside the solar system – inwards – just as an arriving space visitor would
The question is: how many do we number our planets?
If we say there are twelve, then Mars would be the eighth.
At the moment of writing – Venus would be this one